We derive an exact equation for the critical velocity for He II superfluidity motion in channels of width < 10 −5 m for which no quantitatively satisfactory prediction exists prior to this work.
a prediction based on the QCE (quantum confinement effect) superfluidity mechanism. In (1), a (∼ 3.6 × 10 −10 m) is the average interatomic separation distance of He II, h Planck constant, m (6.64 × 10 −27 kg) helium 4 atomic mass, and c 1 (239 m/s) first sound velocity in He II. Substituting with the given values above into (1) gives v c (d) = 6.42 × 10 −7 1 d m/s, as graphically shown by the broken line in Figure 1 . A similar formula to (1) was earlier derived by R. Feynman (1954) on an alternative theoretical argument.
For d < 10 −5 m, v c (d) of (1) deviates significantly from the experimental data, as the broken line of Figure 1 clearly shows. Recent inelastic neutrons scattering experiments [3, 4] have shown that, except for some layers by the wall, the bulk excitation spectrum of He II is not altered because of confinement even at a scale of ∼ 70Å. So a the phonon excitation picture of He II for deriving (1) apparently retains valid for the low d region down to plausibly a few a. On the other hand, we observe that as d reduces, yet with d >> a, the dissipation, say of energy ε vdw per interfacial atom, due to the fluid-wall van der Waals attraction becomes increasingly significant compared to the (reduced) flow energy, ε s , as a result that the atomic population near the wall becomes increasingly a significant fraction compared to the atomic population in the entire fluid. This is contrasted to in the wider channels where ε vdw << ε s ; ε vdw = 0 is one basic assumption for deriving (1) . We below reexpress the critical velocity by including the VdW dissipation.
Suppose the total VdW force acted by the wall atoms on the flow atoms as mapped to per interfacial-layer atom is f . The presence of the VdW force, for its given characteristics, should not alter the underlying QCE mechanism for the occurrence of a critical velocity [2, 1] . Consider the flow has just reached its critical velocity v s = v c at time t = 0, and is then decelerated to v s = 0 at t = δt due to the total dissipative force on it. In this course, the dissipative work done by the VdW force between the wall on the flow in δt is:
where
is the flow momentum consumed in time δt; m vdw is the effective fluid mass per interfacial-layer atom the VdW force does work on. f may be in turn expressed based on two phenomenological considerations: (a) f is as just said the sum of the VdW attractions of all of the wall atoms with all of the fluid atoms N s , mapped on to per collision atom out of a total N A collision atoms,
(b) From general condensed matter theory we know that, f ∝ 1/r 6 for VdW attraction. This function is short ranged; so atoms far away from the wall, say beyond a characteristic distance, d 0 , will not contribute to f . And for d < d 0 , the smaller the width d, the greater portion of the flow atoms will be subject to the VdW attraction from the wall. Hence,
The factor (δt/v c ) is multiplied to the left-hand side of (5) to yield a correct dimension as according to (3) . The equality of the two sides of (5) will be ensured by a realistic choice of the values of d 0 and u below. Using (5), (2) writes: The two flow energies are related by:
Swapping ε vdw to the right side, substituting (2) ′ for it, and reorganizing, we get: 
Substituting (6) ′ for ε ′ s c and 6hc 1 /d for ε c ph as just given into (7), rearranging, we obtain the corresponding critical velocity: (8) is not affected by the values of d 0 and u. The above in Figure 1 corresponds to in the high d end the solid and broken lines coincide.
For the parameterization, values for d 0 and u are as just given from the fitting, and for the other quantities are as given earlier for parameterizing (1) . The v c (d) values of (8a) are lowered than given by (1) (1) to the flatter one of (8a). As we see in Figure 1 , d 0 = 1.1 × 10 −5 m represents just the channel width where the steeper broken line starts to give way to the flatter sector of the solid line.
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